
We need your help

We acknowledge, understand and respect
that the Dumoine, Noire and Coulonge
rivers flow through the ancestral,
traditional and un-surrendered territory
of the Algonquin Anishinabeg people. The
Algonquin have cared for these rivers and
their watersheds for thousands of years
and continue to do so to this day. 

Gone are the days where just a few
wilderness travelers paddled the
Dumoine, Noire and Coulonge–the three
sister rivers–in a season.  Now more than
1,000 travel each river in a year, and
we’re leaving more of an impact. We
need your help to keep these rivers in
pristine condition for your use and the
enjoyment of future generations.  Here
are a few minimum guidelines that we all
must follow.

Before you leave home

Repackage your food and beverages at
home in order to reduce weight and
eliminate the use of Styrofoam, plastic,
metal and glass containers. It takes
centuries or more for these items to
decompose. If you bring any of them,
separate and pack them out.

Make sure your canoes and boats are free
of invasive species. Wash them
thoroughly with soap and water and dry
them in the sun for at least a day before
bringing them in. Never bring wood from
outside the region because it could
contain harmful pests.

Fires

Use a fire box or gas stove whenever
possible to minimize the environmental
impact of open fires. If you wish to have
open fires, always check the fire hazard
conditions at the ZEC or online at https://-
cartes.sopfeu.qc.ca/ and use a gas stove
when open fires are not permitted. Use
only designated fireplaces. Refrain from
building new fireplaces; even small ones
can be an eyesore. 

If you have to build a new fireplace, as in
an emergency situation, build it on
bedrock. Keep open fires small, using just
enough wood for cooking. For firewood,
gather sticks and driftwood well away
from campsites and refrain from cutting
trees. Never peel birchbark from living
birch trees. Douse your fire thoroughly;
never leave a campsite with a fire still
smouldering. Use a bailer to gather cold
ashes and place them in a thunder box
where provided to assist in decomposition.

Smoking

Refrain from smoking on trails. Burn
butts, or better still, bag them and take
them out. It takes a cigarette butt ten
years to decompose! Never throw
cigarette butts in the river as they
contain hazardous micro-fibers.
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